CAR FLASH
POLISHER and CLEANER for CAR ANTI-STATIC

Line
HOME LINE

Function
POLISHING AND CLEANING OF METAL PARTS, CHROMED PARTS AND PLASTIC PARTS OF THE CAR
The combination of surfactants, a special micro-emulsion of natural waxes and anti-static agents, gives to the product:
• Very good polishing action
• High cleaning power
• Protecting and anti-static effect

CAR FLASH is ready-to-use and no rinsing is needed. After applying, a special protecting layer is formed that enhances the gloss of metal and chromed parts. Its anti-static action protects the surface limiting the accumulation of dust and dirt.

Packaging
750 ml. (with sprayer), 1 L

Characteristics
AQUEOUS EMULSION OF WAXES, SURFACTANTS AND ANTI-STATIC AGENTS

Tests carried out in our laboratories show:
1. Increase of the water flow: >50% (if compared with a body car not treated).
   The drops of water do not stagnate neither dry nor leave marks on the surface, but they slip away (if there is a slope >5%)
2. Immediate increase of the shine of the body car (metered with glossmeter): till to +60%
3. Protecting effect and preservation of the gloss in the time: till to +80% (if compared with a body car not treated)

Important
The product CANNOT STAND THE FROST
Avoid storage at temperature lower than +5°C (41°F) or higher than +35°C (95°F).

The product is not dangerous but it is anyway a chemical preparation and you have to protect your eyes and KEEP OUT FROM THE REACH OF CHILDREN

BEFORE APPLYING, ALWAYS EFFECT A PRELIMINARY TEST